MEDIA RELATIONS & GAME REPORTS
Media Contacts
 Radio NL – sports@radionl.com , fax 571-5241, phone 374-1610
 TV7/JC55 – sports@cfjctv.com , fax 372-6229, phone 851-3204
 Kamloops This Week sports@kamloopsthisweek.com Fax 374-1033 phone 3747467 Ext 235
Guidelines to be followed when submitting tournament or game scores:
 Include the division/league, name of team, and team sponsor. (i.e. Atom
Development Western Roofing Nailers).
 Recreation Leagues - home team submits game report.
 Rep teams should contact media as soon as possible following games. In the
event two Kamloops teams are playing each other the home team will submit the
game report.
 No excessive scores should be emphasised, principles of team first and fair
play should be of highest priority in submissions.
 Complaints or inappropriate conduct with respect to media submissions and
relations will be handled in accordance with KMHA rules and guidelines and
should be submitted to the director of media relations.
NOTE FROM KTW: We don't need period-by-period summaries or players' number to be
included or play-by-play commentary. We want to keep it as basic as possible, to save time for all
of us and to try and maximize the number of summaries we can include in our paper on
Thursday.
The shorter each summary is, the less time it takes us to edit, the more submissions we can fit
into the paper. Also, please ensure we're getting results sent in from only one of the team reps.
We want to avoid receiving duplicates.
We ask that you add up the players' goals and assists and include one point total for each player,
using G for goal and A for assist. Example: (2G, 1A).
If there is one big highlight in a game, feel free to include a brief line about it in the notes
sections, which I've included in each of the above examples. For example: So-and-so scored in
the last minute of the game to tie it up.
It can take up to six or seven hours each week to compile these results, sometimes even longer,
and we absolutely had to streamline the process and get everyone on the same page — no
PDFs or attachments of any kind and no faxes.
Please write the results in the body of an email, using the following examples as guidelines.
We start editing the KMHA briefs on Tuesday morning, so please try to get them to us by Monday
at the latest.
If you have questions, feel free to email me at sports@kamloopsthisweek.com
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SINGLE GAME
Division and team names: bantam recreation, the M8s and the Hitmen (include sponsors here

when applicable. Example Kamloops Western Roofing Nailers)

Date and location: Saturday, Oct. 25 at Brock Arena
Score: The M8s and Hitmen tied 4-4
Points: Hitmen — Player A (2G), Player B (1G), Player C (1G), Player D (1A), Player E (1A), Player
F (1A) and Player G (1A).
M8s — Player A (3G, 1A) and Player B (1G).
Goalies: Goalie A for Hitmen and Goalie B for M8s
Notes:
TWO GAMES IN A WEEKEND
If your team plays two games in a weekend, wait until the second game is over to compile your
results and send them in.
Division and team name: peewee tier 2 Kamloops
Date and location: Saturday, Oct. 25, and Sunday, Oct. 26. Both games in Kamloops (include

names of arenas, if possible).

Scores: Kamloops lost 3-1 to Kelowna on Saturday and beat Salmon Arm 5-4 on Sunday.
Weekend points: Player A (2G,1A), Player B (1G), Player C (1G), Player D (1G), Player E (1G) and
Player F (1A). (Notice how the points are tallied up from two games and included in one stat

line).

Goalies: Goalie A on Saturday and Goalie B on Sunday.
Notes:
TOURNAMENTS
The most important thing for us is for media reps to tally up the total of the players' points for
the tournament, instead of giving game-by-game results.
Here's what a tournament write-up should look like . . .
Division and team name: atom recreation #14
Tournament name: Revelstoke Atom Recreation Tournament
Date and location: Nov. 14 to Nov. 16 in Revelstoke
Round-robin scores: 11-3 loss to Revelstoke, 8-7 loss to Cochrane, 8-4 loss to Trail, 13-0 win
over Shaw Meadows of Calgary.
Playoff games: (include scores here for quarter-final, semifinal and final games.)
Points: (This is very important) In order to save space, so we can include more summaries in
our paper each week, we ask that you tally up the total tournament points for each player,
instead of recording them after every game.
Example: Player A (6G, 4A), Player B (5G, 4A), Player C (4G, 1A), Player D (3G, 5A), Player E
(2G, 3A), Player F (2G, 3A), Player G (1G, 3A), Player H (1G), Player I (3A), Player J (2A) and
Player K (1A).
Goalies: Let us know which goalies played in which games.
Notes: (Here you can include pertinent information, such as the team's final placing . . . if

someone was named tournament MVP . . . is someone scores the tournament-winning goal.
Please be brief.)
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